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The waiting list: up on winter pressures
nhs managers exclusive

The anecdotal evidence was
overwhelming: hospitals backed up to
the front door, non-urgent surgery
cancelled, waiting times out of control,
and all this for months on end as winter
dragged on into May.
In the latest waiting list data, just how
awful was the collapse in elective
admissions? How bad was the 18
weeks breach? The waiting list: it must
have shot up massively. Didn't it?
The BBC has been on this trail for
weeks, picking up stories of cancelled
surgery and delayed patients. On
Monday they asked me, on camera,
what I thought the March waiting list
figures would show. I can never resist
this sort of challenge, even though my
predictions have been pretty hopeless.
So I guessed that one-year-waits would
show a big improvement, 18-week
waits stay pretty much the same, and
the waiting list grow but not massively.
And jammily enough, I pretty much
nailed it. One year waits fell by a third,
18 week waits only slipped marginally,
and the number waiting rose sharply to
a seasonal high but didn't break clear of
recent year's trends. Amazingly, elective
admissions stayed pretty much in line
with recent years, with nothing like the
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dramatic drop of December 2010 (the
coldest in over 100 years).
How can we reconcile this relative lack
of drama with the lurid headlines?
In his book Antifragile, Nassim Taleb
draws a distinction between things that
break easily under stress (which are
fragile), things that don't (which are
robust), and things that grow stronger
under stress (which he calls antifragile).
Inanimate objects are fragile or robust.
But biological systems can be
antifragile, so an animal can gain
immunity after infection, and a society
can gain cohesion in the face of a
common enemy.
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Command-and-control organisations
tend to be fragile or robust, but bottomup networked systems can be
antifragile. Which is the NHS?
We often think of the NHS as being
quite top-down. But look at its
extraordinary ability to rise to events,
respond to the sheer variety of its
patients, and absorb system-level
shocks like the winter we just had. That
looks more like an antifragile system,
driven from the front-line. Brilliant, isn't
it? Because if it ever stops being like
that, then it's stuffed.

Clear the backlog, but don’t overperform
Does your contract resolve the tension
between 18 weeks and limited
resources? Or was that delegated to
operational managers to solve?
Are they succeeding? How do you know?
Things happen. With a good plan,
everyone knows what to do.
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